Gene digging. A method for obtaining species-specific sequence based on conserved segments of nucleotides in open reading frames.
A method termed "gene digging" has been developed based on our observation of stretches of highly conserved nucleotide sequence in the coding region of many genes across related species. Rabbit-specific nucleotide sequences corresponding to desired coding segments of 14 different genes were obtained with primers that were designed based on conserved nucleotide stretches. Our success in gene digging could be attributable to the method's inherent ability to reduce the degeneracy of primers by more than two orders of magnitude (sometimes by more than three orders of magnitude) compared to primers designed from conserved amino acids. Our results not only demonstrate the value of the method, but also hint at a thus far unknown functional significance of conserved nucleotide stretches in the coding region of various genes. In our hands the method worked 14 out of 14 times indicating generality of the concept.